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6. Formalizacja modeli decyzyjnych 
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6.3 

CONTROL ALGORITiiM FOR EXPERT SYSTEMS WITH A KNOWLEDGE BASE 

INVOLVING UNCERTAINTY . 

Cezary Iwanski 

Systems Research Institute , 

Polish Academy of Sciences 

ul. Newelska 6 

01-447 Warsaw, Poland 

In this paper a control algorithm (forward chaining) for 

a rule based Expert System in a situation when facts and rules 

include uncertainty is presented . It is optima! in the sense 

that every rule is fired only once and no bit of information 

is lost during the process of derivation. 

1 . Introduction. 

When building a rule based system there arises a problem 

of constructing a monitor or control algorithm that specifies 

the execution order for all rules in the rule set. There exist 

many 'different control algorithms in a situation without 

uncertainty. Waterman (1986): "For example the three standard 

ways of executing rules are sequential, cyclic and random. The 

sequential monitor executes each rule in sequence and, after 
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executing t h e last rule . returns.The cyclic monitor also 

executes the rules in the rule set in sequence; however, 

rather . than returnihg when it executes the last rule. it 

reexecutes the first rule. and so on. The random monitor 

repeatedly executes the rules in the rule set by randomly 

choosing the next rule to execute". However. a new problem 

appears in a ~ituation under uncertainty . Firing a rule (i .e. 

propagating and combining uncertainty as well as deriving new 

concl usions) is expensive because it consumes a lot· of time. If 

we applied a stand~rd algorithm then either a number of rules 

( even sequences of rules) would be mul tiply executed ( f ired) 

or part of information included in the Knowledge Base would 

not be used in the process of derivation. In the fermer case 

the execution time for an algorithm would be extended and in 

the latter the finał result would be entirely changed. For 

instance. when we apply a standard algorithm which executes 

all fireable rules in the rule set in sequence to an example 

from Fig. 1 , then rules r3 and r4 should be fired twice. · 

because rule r ·6 "reactivates" rule r3 again. It means that 

rule r6 contributes to the new degree of certainty of 

a nte cedent of r3. Both new and old (i.e . obtained from rule 

r2) degrees of certainty s hould be combined and rules r3 and 

r4 should be fired again. In the classical case without 

uncertainty or in the case wnen after firing rule r2 the 

degree of certainty of antecedent of r3 would be equal to O or 

1 i t would not be necessary to execute rules r5 and r6 and 

again r3 and so on . 
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Fig . . 1 

In · a situation under uncertainty different . approaches are 

possible . For example in Flops Buckley et al (1986) and Siler 

and Tucker (1986) from all fireable rules on a given step that 

is fired which has the greatest "rule posterior confidence 

level" . In the sequel with aid of command "fire" such a rule 

can be switched either as "disables" or "fireable" . In the 

former case it might happen that new information significant 
\ 

for the antecedent of that rule would not be considered while 

in the latter case the execution time could be unnecessaril y 

· extended. 

We shall present a quite generał control algorithm (forward 

chaining) which chooses only relevant rules at any time and 

each rule is fired only once. Hence it can reach a conclusion 

more efficiently. This algorithm uses all information 

avai)able. 
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2 . Control algorithm for a rule based expert system under 

uncertainty. 

In the introduction we showed that in a situation under 

uncertainty standard algorithms which spec:ify the execution 

order for all rules are not efficient because ·a lot of rules 

can be multiply fired . Therefore, new methods should be 

investigated . 

At the beginning we described a situat:ion under consideration. 

Le t us assume that the knowledge base consists of two parte: A 

set or facts F and a set of rules R. There are three kinds of 

facts "data" Fd . "subgoals" and "goals" Fg. Let Fk denote the 

set of all known facts i .e. the facts wh:ich are known at 

the beginning (the "data" type) as well as derived dur:ing the 

operation, of the algorithm . By Rf we de.note a set of fired 

rules . It should be emphasized that any fired rule can be 

reactivated and rejected from a set Rf because in order to 

obtain the finał result we want to consider all · available 

information from the knowledge base. Each rule has two parts: 

antecedent and consequence. They will be accessed through the 

selectors g(r) and ~(r), _respectively. The funct:ion f:ire(r) 

means the whole process of firing, :i.e. propagat:ing 

uncertainty and combin:ing of ev:idence. We def:ine the set ·of 

reactivated rules by rule ras 

react(r) - ,{ r: ~(r) - ~(r) and r E Rf}. 

First, we recall the s:imple forward chaining algorithm . . Its 

operation can be- explained simply as follows : Sell (1985): 

"Gi ven a list of rules. the fórward cha i ner . attempts to . draw 

all possible c·onclusions. It starts by examining the _ rule 
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which is given . If it finds no further r ules to consider , it 

exits . lf there are more rules to consider , it takes the first 

one .in the list. then the second and so on. lf rule r is 

fi red . a new fact Q (r) is added to the list of known facts" . 

At that point the list of fired rules Rf is reconstructed . The 

previ-ous sentence is necessary to complete Se! I -s explanation 

because he gave as an example an a!gorithm for a situation 

without uncertainty . 

1. Fk := Fd; Rf := O; 

2 . for each rule re R-Rf do begin 

if ~(r) e Fk then begin 

fire(r); 

Fk Fk u (Q(r)} ; 

Rf Rf u {r} - react Cr} ; 

end; 

end; 

3. lf Rf • R then goto 2; 

4. Write (Fg n Fk); 

5 . Stop. 

The above algorithm uses all available information. 

Unfortunately, it has two disadvantages. First. a lot of rules 

· can be fired .many times. In the worst case. for example in the 

situation · from Fig, 2, almost 100% rules from a rule list 

would be fired twice. Second. it is very difficult to find in 

a · . rule list a circular reasoning i . e . a sequence of rules 

such as e.g. A - B, B - C, C - A. 
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F i g . 2 

If we look upon the rules as directed arcs from antecedents to 

consequences, the rule set can bę cast as a directed acyclic 

graph. Let us connect with each arc (rule) a certain number 

id(r) , the so called indegree numbrr. We can define it simply 

a s id (r)= I ( r : ,;_(r) = .s!_(r) } I Those . numbers are easy to 

cal cul ate and i t is not nęcessary to do i t every time. but 

o nly i f the rule set is changed . Now. we can present a new 

algorithm which operates in the following way: In each 

iteration only rules with indegree O are fired. The indegrees 

of successive rules are decreased at 1 . It terminates when 

the r e areno mare rules t o fire . 

1. Rf : =O: for each re R calculate id(r); 

-· f o r each rule re R- Rf do begin 

if _:i.,!(r l = O then begin 

fire(r): 

Rf : =Rf u {r): 

for each re{r:~(r)=,;_(r)} do id(r) : =id(r)-1 ; 

end: 

e nd : 
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3. if Rf- R goto 2 ; 

4. write (Fg n Fk) 

5. stop. 

In order. to see i f our al gori thrn wi 11 opera te correct 1 y. 1 et 

us recall the theorem from Graph Theory (Th . 3.8 . in .Morary et 

al (1965)): 

An· acyclic directed graph has at least one point of indegree 

zero. 

Roughly speaking in step 2 of a new algorithrn the certain arcs 

are rejected . Thus as a result after each iterati on we obtain 

a directed acyclic graph , too. It means that it our rule set 

is well defined then in each iterati on there must ex ist rules 

with id(r)aQ. In the first iteration this are all rules which 

have the antecedent of type "data" i.e . _g_(r ) e Fd. In spite of 

this, we can easily develop our algorithrn and check in step 2 

if there rea!!y exist rules such that id(r)~O~ If not. the 

a!gor.ithm should terminate with a comment that there is a 

circular reasoning in the rule set. The function react (. ) is 

not necessa·ry because the rule r which is fired can not be 

reactivated by rules from set R-Rf . There is no rule r in the 

set R-Rf ·such that _g_(r)-Q(r). Hence, each rule will be fired 

only _once . 

Let us see a simple example . The numbers written by arcs are 

the indegree numbers.The black nodes mean the known facts and 

the arcs drawn by the broken line mean fired rules in each 

iteration. 
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3 . Summery . 

In this paper a control algorithm for rule based Expert 

Systems under uncertainty is presented . The firing of rules 

i.e . propagating and aggregating uncertainty requires a lot of 

time. Ąpplying standard algorithms some rules can be fired 

many times or the finał r~sult can be qui te different from the 

one obtained when using all available information. We proposed 

an efficient control algorithm (forward chaining) using al 1 

avai labie information from knowledge base. It chooses only 

relevant rules at any time and· each rule is fired only once. 

This algorithm can be easily developed for more complicated 

cases . For instance. when not all "data" facts are known or 

when the rules have amore complex form e.g. antecedents are 

conjunctions of many facts A1 n A2 n ... n An -+ B. 
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Let us not":ice that in case of backward chaining the above 

mentioned problem does not appear . When we apply the 

backtracking in an appropriate way then each rule wi 11 b e 

fired only once and the whole information necessary to ~alue a 

hypothesis will be considered . 
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